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Heuristic optimisation method typically hinges on the efficiency in exploitation and global diverse explo-
ration. Previous research has shown that Bat Algorithm could provide a good exploration and exploitation
of a solution. However, Bat Algorithm can be get trapped in a local minimum in some multi-dimensional
functions. Thus, the phenomenon of slow convergence rate and low accuracy still exits. This paper aims to
modify the exploitation of Bat Algorithm in optimising the solution by modifying dimensional size and
providing inertia weight. Benchmark test function is then performed for the basic Bat Algorithm and
the modified Bat Algorithm (MBA) for comparison. The result is analysed according to the number of iter-
ation needed for a convergence toward the objective. From simulations, it is found that the modified
dimension and additional inertia weight factor of Bat Algorithm proves to be more effective than the
basic Bat Algorithm in terms of searching for a solution while improving quality of results in all cases
or significantly improving convergence speed.
� 2018 The Authors. Production and hosting by Elsevier B.V. on behalf of King Saud University. This is an
open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).
1. Introduction

Recently, researchers have been searching for an optimisation
technique that can solve more complex problems with high accu-
racy, while minimizing the time of convergence toward an optimal
solution. Most meta-heuristic algorithms are influenced by local
intensive exploitation and global diverse exploitation (Ponce
et al., 2016; Ayadi et al., 2017). For Bat Algorithm (BA), local inten-
sive exploitation is mostly controlled by loudness and pulse rate,
whereas global diverse exploitation is dependent on the random
bat population in a dimensional search space (Yang et al., 2014;
Alomari et al., 2017).

Although the basic BA proves to be a good convergence for opti-
mal solutions compared to other traditional optimisation tech-
niques (Yang and Gandomi, 2012; Arora and Singh, 2013; Talal,
2014), it risks becoming trapped in local minima, slowing down
the convergence rate, and reducing accuracy (Wang et al., 2016).
This drawback needs to be rectified, specifically in terms of
increasing BA’s rate of convergence, as well as preventing its
entrapment in local minima. Therefore, this paper aims to improve
the exploration and exploitation of Bat Algorithm in order to attain
a faster convergence rate. This can be realized by incorporating
new adaptive dimension modification and new inertia weight
modification.
2. Literature review

When Bat Algorithm (BA) was published in 2010 by Yang
(2010), lot of researcher became interested in improvising the
algorithm. From a quick literature survey, several works on Bat
Algorithm variants have been found in previous research. Since
problems continued to become more complex, researchers have
been constantly trying to improvise Bat Algorithm. The attempts
for improving the algorithm were done to enhance its performance
in solving optimisation problems.

Yang, the founder of BA, tried to improve BA by introducing the
Multi-objective Bat Algorithm (MOBA) (Yang, 2011). This tech-
nique deals with multi-objective optimisation on very complex
real-world optimisation problems in which require to optimise
more than one objective function at the same time that would
otherwise need to be optimised and clustered (Nebro et al.,
2008). For a more efficient clustering Komarasamy and Wahi
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introduced K-Means Bat Algorithm (KMBA) (Komarasamy and
Wahi, 2012). Khan introduced Fuzzy Logic Bat Algorithm (FLBA),
also known as the variant Fuzzy Bat Algorithm where the basic
BA incorporating with fuzzy logic techniques (Khan et al., 2011).
Similarly, Nakamura presented the Binary Bat Algorithm (BBA) to
solve classifications and a selection of feature problems
(Nakamura et al., 2012).

To solve computational geometry and large-scale optimisation
problems with extensive rotation, Quaternion Bat Algorithm
(QBA) has been introduced (Fister et al., 2015). While, Improved
Bat Algorithm (IBA) proposed to solve continuous optimisation
problems by enhancing three approaches in basic BA (Yilmaz and
Kucuksille, 2013). First approach, initialising the bat population.
Second approach, updating frequency, velocity, and solution. Third
approach, updating loudness and pulse emission rate. The innova-
tive aspect of the proposed method is to find better fitness and cost
values for unconstrained and constrained problems respectively.

Some researchers adapted Lévy flight into the BA for renovation.
Lin et al. proposed the Chaotic Bat Algorithm (CBA) to carry out
parameter estimation in dynamic biological systems using Lévy
flights and chaotic maps inside the BA (Lin et al., 2010). On the
other hand, Xie et al. introduced Differential Operator and Lévy
flight Bat Algorithm (DLBA) through a combination of differential
operator and Lévy flights into the BA to solve optimisation function
problems (Xie et al., 2013). Jamil et al. proposed Improved Bat
Algorithm (IBA) by combining Lévy flights and subtle variations
of loudness and pulse emission rates (Jamil et al., 2013). Li and
Zhou improved the exploration of BA by increasing the diversity
of population (Li and Zhou, 2014). Yilmaz and Kucuksille also pro-
posed IBA for solving continuous optimisation problems (Yilmaz
and Kucuksille, 2013), whereas Ali proposed a new BA method to
obtain the optimum design for a Power System Stabiliser in a
multi-machine environment (Ali, 2014).

In addition, some researchers proposed hybrid basic BA with
other techniques in order to improve the performance Bat Algo-
rithm (Alihodzic et al., n.d.; Jamil et al., 2013; Fister et al., 2015;
Alomari et al., 2017; Rizk-Allah and Hassanien, 2017; Yahya and
MOT, 2017). Gandomi and Yang introduced chaos mechanism into
Bat Algorithm to improve its global search behaviour (Yang and
Gandomi, 2012). Iztok Fister Jr. et al. developed a self adaptive
Bat Algorithm for solving continuous and combinatorial problems
(Iztok Fister et al., 2014). Contrastingly, Fister et al. hybridised
the original BA using DE strategies (Fister et al., 2013). GaigeWang
and Lihong Guo proposed a hybrid Bat Algorithm with harmony
search to solve global numerical optimisation problems (Guo
et al., 2013).

On a different perspective, some researchers only implemented
basic BA to domain optimisation problems (Bora et al., 2012; Ali,
2014; Sathya and Ansari, 2015; Naderi and Khamehchi, 2017);
for example, Yang and Gandomi used BA for solving engineering
optimisation tasks (Yang and Gandomi, 2012), while Bora et al.
applied BA to optimise mono and multi-objective brushless DC
wheel motor problems (Bora et al., 2012). Sathya and Ansari imple-
mented BA for tuning the parameter of PI controller in multi-area
interconnected thermal power systems (Sathya and Ansari, 2015).
Some researchers also compared BA with other metaheuristic algo-
rithms such as Peres et al., Ganomi et al., and Yang et al. (Arora and
Singh, 2013; Talal, 2014).

Base on variant BA release, this paper aim to invest more efforts
into improving BA. One of the way to improve the BA performance
is by speeding up the convergence, thus making the approach more
feasible for a wider range of real-world applications. In general, the
standard BA algorithm is adept at exploiting the search space, but
at times it may trap into some local optima, so that it cannot per-
form global search well. For BA, the search depends completely on
random walks, so a fast convergence cannot be guaranteed. How-
ever, in order to increase the diversity of the population for BA
so as to avoid trapping into local optima, BA had been improved
by introducing modified or hybrid approach in the technique itself
in order to speedup convergence for global search.

Previous study, a modified adaptive bats sonar algorithm
(MABSA) is presented that utilises the concept of echolocation of
a colony of bats to find prey. The proposed algorithm is applied
to solve the constrained optimisation problems coupled with pen-
alty function method as constraint handling technique (Yahya and
MOT, 2017). Thus increase the performance in finding optimum
solution and convergence speed. In addition, BA had been impro-
vise by additional mutation behaviour during updating new solu-
tion. This new approach can accelerate the global convergence
speed while preserving the strong robustness of the basic BA
(Zhang and Wang, 2012). BA also had been hybrid with Harmony
Search (HS). HS also serving as a mutation operator through adding
pitch adjustment operation (Guo et al., 2013). In this way, this
method can explore the new search space by the mutation of the
HS algorithm and exploit the population information with BA,
and therefore can avoid trapping into local optima in BA during
generating a new solution for each bat while speedup convergence
rate.

3. Bat Algorithm fundamental

Bat Algorithm, which has been proposed by Yang (2010), is a
metaheuristic technique inspired by environmental bat echoloca-
tion that involves process randomization, and new solution gener-
ation (position update), which sorts and compares among best
possible outcomes.

Most metaheuristic techniques initially undergo process ran-
domization. Since bats move randomly due to the unknown loca-
tion of their prey, the randomization value is limited to the size
of the dimension provided. The generated random value is a ran-
dom vector with the dimension labelled D and the number of bats
labelled N.

Each generated random value updates the frequency and veloc-
ity, producing new positions for the flying bats; this is presented as
a new solution. The generation for a new solution is updated in the
follow equation.

f i ¼ fmin þ bðfmax � fminÞ ð1Þ

v t
i ¼ v t�1

i þ ðxti � x�Þf i ð2Þ

xti ¼ xt�1
i þ v t

i ð3Þ
The symbol f i represents the frequency value of the bats, while

fmin and fmax are minimum and maximum frequency values. The
symbol b represents a generated random number, whereas v t

i con-
strues the velocity of the bats i at t time step. New position location
are represented by xi. All generated solution are sorted and com-
pared with each other to select the best one. The best solution is
presented as a global best solution x�. Bat Algorithm is based on
echolocation, hence the loudness A, and pulse emission rate r, are
updated when a bat becomes closer to its target (prey). The value
of loudness (A) is decreased while the value of pulse emission rate
(r) is increased along the time step. Both equations are presented
as follows:

Atþ1
i ¼ aAt

i ð4Þ

rtþ1
i ¼ r0i ð1� ectÞ ð5Þ
These phenomena are illustrated in Figs. 1 and 2. During the entire
run of the simulation, the loudness value Ai gradually decreased and
start to converge at iteration 746 until the end of the simulation
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Fig. 1. Value of pulse rate for 1000 iteration.
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Fig. 2. Value of loudness for 1000 iteration.
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(iteration 1000), while the pulse emersion rate ri, although dropped
in the first iteration, kept on increasing and start to converge at iter-
ation 746 until the end of simulation.

4. Modified of bar algorithm

In this section, the enhancement of Bat Algorithm is proposed to
solve global numerical optimisation problems. Two modifications
are generated to improve performance in exploration and exploita-
tion of Bat Algorithm.

4.1. Adaptive dimension modification

The generated random value for every iteration affects the solu-
tion in BA, where the randomization covers all size dimensions
randt ¼ ½mint

;maxt � at time t. However, this paper proposes a
dynamic dimension size, where

This process facilitates a more reliable selected random value
for subsequent iterations, and prevents the selected value from
representing unnecessary dimension areas. This process increases
global diverse exploitation of the bat population and helps focus
the search to a more specific area. Through this modification, the
trap of optimisation value can be reduced.

An additional process is presented in the following equation:

min
tþ1

¼
P

n¼1x
t
�

n
ð6Þ
4.2. Inertia weight modification

Bat Algorithm is inspired by living creatures, so the influence of
surrounding conditions, like inertia, must also be included. Like
PSO, inertia weight (w) is used to control exploration and exploita-
tion. In previous research, the inclusion of inertia weight has been
established to increase the performance of BA in optimisation of
the solution (Yang, 2010; Yang and Gandomi, 2012; Yilmaz and
Kucuksille, 2013, 2015; Bahmani-Firouzi and Azizipanah-
Abarghooee, 2014; Arora, 2016). Bat Algorithm has been noticed
to lose exploitation gradually as iteration proceeds. To overcome
this problem, the inertia weight factor is added to increase the
exploitation capability of BA.

Inertiaweight affects velocity equation,which in turn, affects the
whole process in BA. The value of inertia weight depends on speed
and velocity. Speed and velocity can be measured according to the
distance between the current best position and the current position
at time of iteration t. Fig. 3 shows the inertia value for 300 iterations.
Inertia value keeps decreasing along the iteration andkeep converge
at iteration 172 which signifies that the bat is closer to achieving its
prey (solution). The equation is presented as follow:

wt ¼ ðtmax � tÞ �
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
ðf ðxtÞ � f ðx�ÞÞ2

q
ð7Þ

v t
i ¼ v t�1

i wi þ ðxti � x�Þf i ð8Þ
Pseudo-code for modifying the Bat Algorithm (BA)

1. Define objective function
2. Set dimension min and max
3. Initialise the bat population
4. Define pulse frequency
5. Initialise pulse rate and loudness
6. While (global best less or equal objective function)
7. Generate new solution
8. Update frequency,
9. Update velocity with modified inertia weight factor

10. Update location
11. If (random value > pulse rate ri)
12. Select the best solution among all solutions
13. Generate a local solution around the selected best solution
14. End If
15. Generate a new solution by flying randomly
16. If (random value < Ai and f ðxiÞ < f ðx�Þ)
17. Accept the new solution
18. Increase Ri and reduce Ai

19. End If
20. Rank the bats and find the current best x�
21. If the current global best is updated
22. Set new min dimension size = average of total best value

selected from previous iteration for each dimension)
23. End If
24. End while
25. Post process results and visualisation

5. Experiments result

In this section, by comparing with basic BA, the modified BA is
verified by ten benchmark functions (see Table 1). More detailed
descriptions of all the benchmarks can be referred as (Suganthan
et al., 2005). The basic BA and modified BA have been tested and
their performance were analysed through benchmark test function
in order to quantify the convergence speed. Before starting the
experiment, some parameters needed to be initialised.

There were 10 bats in a population with a starting loudness of

A0
i and a pulse rate of r0i 100 and 0.75. The specified dimension size

D = 3 where the lower and upper boundary of dimension denoted
as fmin and fmax. The objective function denoted as f ðxÞ respectively.

To obtain a justifiable result of analysing the performance eval-
uation of both basic BA and modified BA, the simulation had been
conducted 30 times for ten benchmark test function (Hasancebi
et al., 2009; Zhao et al., 2015). Table 2 shows the results of the
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Table 1
Benchmark Test Function.

No. Name Definition fmin fmax f ðxÞ
F1 Rosenbrock

f ðxÞ ¼ Pn�1

i¼1
100ðxiþ1 � x2i Þ

2 þ ðxi � 1Þ2 0.5 1 10�3

F2 Sphere
f ðxÞ ¼ Pn

i¼1
x2i

�1 1 10�2

F3 Zakharov
f ðxÞ ¼ Pn

i¼1
x2i þ

Pn
i¼1

0:5ixi

 !2

þ Pn
i¼1

0:5ixi

 !4 �0.1 0.5 10�2

F4 Dixon-Price
f ðxÞ ¼ ðx1 � 1Þ2 þPn

i¼2
ið2x2i � xi�1Þ2

�1.0 1.0 10�3

F5 Rastrigin
f ðxÞ ¼ n� 10þPn

i¼1
ðx2i � 10 cosð2pxiÞÞ

�0.1 0.1 10�3

F6 Step
f ðxÞ ¼ Pn�1

i¼1
ðbxi þ 0:5cÞ2 �5 5 10�3

F7 Drop-Wave f ðxÞ ¼ � 1þcosð12
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
x21þx22

p
Þ

0:5ðx21þx22Þþ2
�5.12 5.12 �1

F8 Three-Hump Camel Function f ðxÞ ¼ 2x21 � 1:05x41 þ
x61
6 þ x1x2 � x22

�5 5 10�2

F9 Salomon’s
f ðxÞ ¼ � cos 2p

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiPn
i¼1

x2i

s !
þ 0:1

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiPn
i¼1

x2i

s
þ 1

�5 �5 0:1

F10 Xin-She Yang’s
f ðxÞ ¼ Pn

i¼1
jxij

 !
exp �Pn

i¼1
sinðx2i Þ

 ! �10 10 10�2
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two algorithms (i.e. BA and modified BA). The performance of both
technique had been measured according to the number of iteration
needs to reach the optimum solution. The data of the iteration
needs to convergence at optimal solution are recorded according
to the best, worst, mean, median, and standard deviation values,
respectively.

From Table 2, modified BA can reach much better values than
the basic BA on all the ten benchmarks. For their mean and Std. val-
ues, modified BA is better than basic BA for all benchmarks func-
Table 2
Number of iteration needs to reach the optimum solution.

Basic BA

F Best Worst Mean Median Std. Dev.

F1 1295 79,945 11761.5 6029.5 15054.39
F2 117 1539 446.9333 354.5 366.2731
F3 293 4895 893.3548 483 1030.246
F4 40 4347 1900.067 1528 1685.873
F5 40 4092 730.5152 549 850.159
F6 12 1645 481.5 310.5 476.96
F7 106 5812 1737.0313 1413.5 1409.632
F8 29 1532 412.2667 250 394.6366
F9 32 501 212.4375 182 167.5218
F10 41 1367 559.5 481.5 391.6413
tion. Especially rosenbrck’s function (F1) where modified BA
much faster converge compare to basic BA. The best iteration
needed to reach the optimal value for the basic BA is 1295 and
the worse is 79945, with the mean, median, and Std deviation
being 11761.5, 6029.5, and 15054.39. On the contrary, the best
iteration needed for the modified BA is 4 and the worst is 30, with
the mean, median, and standard deviation being 7.5, 5.5, and
5.250506.This implies that modified BA takes the absolute advan-
tage over the basic BA.
Modified BA

Best Worst Mean Median Std. Dev.

4 30 7.5333 5.5 5.2505
58 1445 341.7 222.5 319.8734
21 661 150.375 101.5 153.8377
22 3321 562.4 280.5 755.1695
5 13 6.72 6 2.0856
21 1112 324.82 246.5 254.79

1 108 2894 1200 1108 699.4381
25 1377 349.23 302.5 335.9522
5 453 168.6757 119 166.8597
5 1175 381.9318 270 357.8151



Fig. 4. Selected random value for basic BA and modified BA in dimension space for Rosenbrock function.
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In order to further show their performance, Fig. 4 below pre-
sents the comparison between basic BA and MBA in generated ran-
dom value for achieving the optimal solution in Rosenbrock’s
function. Basic BA approach shows the distribution of random
value at range 0.4 to 1.0 for all dimensions. This phenomenon
shows that the selected values of all three dimension may be
repeated and a search does not focus on a specific location within
the dimension area. While MBA shows the distribution random
value for dimension 1 keep focus at range 0.9 to 1.0. For dimension
2 and 3 the distribution random value keep focus at range 0.8 to
1.0. This increase the performance of generating new solution.

Fig. 5 present the generated random value for achieving the
optimal solution in Dixon-Price function using basic BA and MBA.
By using BA approach, the random value for all three dimension
are selected at range 0.4 to 1.0. Nevertheless, by using MBA all
dimension focus and learning at the specific area along the itera-
tion time t. For dimension 1 the selected random value reduce
the boundary size at range [0.9, 1.0]. For dimension 2 the selected
value keep random at range [0.7, 1.0]. While for dimension 3 the
selected value keep random at range [0.5, 1.0]. Therefore, the best
solution in Dixon-Price function is obtain when the selected ran-
dom value at range [0.9, 1.0] for dimension 1, [0.7, 1.0] for dimen-
sion 2 and [0.5, 1.0] for dimension 3.

The result shows that the modified BA required a lesser number
of iteration needed to reach the optimal solution compared to the
basic BA. Therefore, the simulation process showed that the mod-
ified BA is more significant towards facilitating a faster conver-
gence to the optimal solution rather than the basic BA. The main
problem with the basic BA lies in its size of dimension space which
is too vast, thus, slowing down the convergence toward the opti-
mal solution. However, this problem can be rectified by using mod-
ified BA. Given the effectiveness of the modified BA in comparison
with the basic BA, any statistical analysis from the presented result
no longer needs to be conducted.
6. Conclusions

This paper propose modified metaheuristic BA method for opti-
misation problem. The basic Bat Algorithm gained better results in
optimising the solution compared to several heuristic techniques
such as GA, and PSO (Yang, 2010). However, BA takes a longer time
to optimise a solution where BA can easily become trapped in local
optima, especially when the algorithm attempts to tackle problems
at high dimensional size. With the advent of new modified Bat
Algorithms, its faster convergence speed becomes a decisive factor
in obtaining the most optimal solution.

The modified BA enables the bats to have more diverse exem-
plars to learn from, as the bats are updated each iteration and also
form new updated min or max boundary dimension space size.
This new method can speed up the global convergence rate with-
out losing the strong robustness of the basic BA. In this work, 10
benchmark test functions are used to evaluate the performance
of this approach.



Fig. 5. Selected random value by basic BA and MBA in dimension space for Dixon-Price function.
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From the analysis of the experimental results, we observe that
the proposed modified BA makes good use and more effectively
to generate better quality solutions frequently, when compared
to the basic BA. In this study, only the unconstrained function opti-
misation are consider. In the field of optimisation, there are many
issues worthy of further study, and efficient optimisation method
should be developed depending on the analysis of specific real-
world problem. Next future work consists on adding the diversity
rules into modified BA for constrained optimisation problems, such
as constrained real-parameter optimisation a needs-based model
of nursing workforce projection (Abas et al., 2017).
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